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By Katie Thisdell

A ROBUST JOB MARKET PUSHED GRADUATE-EMPLOYMENT FIGURES TO NEW HIGHS LAST

YEAR, WITH SOME SCHOOLS PERFORMING BETTER THAN OTHERS. THOSE LEADERS ARE

NOW FOCUSING ON HELPING STUDENTS LAND JOBS DURING A PANDEMIC.
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ongratulations to the Class of 2019.
While the employment market has 
been steadily improving for the past 
10 years, it hit a new high recently 
when 93.6% of 2019 law school grads 
landed jobs within 10 months of 

graduation.
This was the highest percentage since 

the American Bar Association (ABA) began 
tracking such numbers in 2014, and it was 
buttressed by the fact that 19.9% of gradu-
ates found jobs that did not require bar 
exam passage. 

Jerry Organ, a professor at University 
of St. Thomas School of Law in 

Minneapolis, watches employment 
figures closely.

“With this number now so 
close to 100%, this might 

suggest that some full-
t i m e ,  l o n g - t e r m 

BPR (bar passage 
required) posi-

tions have 
b e e n 

going 

u n f i l l e d 
until  some 

of the graduates 
who fail the July 

bar exam each year 
pass the February bar 

exam the following year,” 
Organ wrote in a blog post.
However, the excitement about 

these numbers was followed by one 
big, looming shadow — COVID-19. 
Ten months after graduation turned out 

to be mid-March — just as the coronavirus 
pandemic was starting to rear its ugly head 
and stay-at-home orders were being issued. 
The economic turmoil that followed is far 
from settled, and it’s expected to deflate 
employment opportunities for the Class of 
2020.

“While these are very encouraging num-
bers, they may already be irrelevant,” Organ 
wrote of the 2019 stats. “These data do not 
capture any of the widespread economic 
disruption associated with the response to 
COVID-19, which has resulted in belt-
tightening, salary reductions and layoffs at 
law firms around the country.

“Indeed, some of the graduates of 

the Class of 2019 who were reported as 
employed on March 15, 2020, may already 
have lost their jobs. Thus, these results for 
the Class of 2019 may stand as the high-
water mark for employment outcomes 
for law school graduates for at least a few 
years.”

Most agree that employment numbers 
will likely take a big hit for the Class of 
2020.

“This year it’s going to be very inter-
esting to see what happens,” said Greg 
Anderson, assistant dean and director of 
career opportunities and professional devel-
opment at Northern Illinois University 
College of Law. “We’ll just have to wait and 
see.” 

With such uncertainty, many feel it is 
more important than ever to choose a law 
school that excels when it comes to placing 
graduates in good jobs. 

There will always be some schools that 
practically guarantee you’ll walk out with 
a job.

For the Class of 2019, University 
of Pennsylvania Carey Law School in 
Philadelphia posted the highest employ-
ment rate, at 99.2%. Other top perform-
ers were The University of Chicago Law 
School, Harvard Law School and University 
of Virginia School of Law in Charlottesville.

However, when numbers were adjusted 
for employment quality, Columbia Law 
School in New York was ranked No. 1. 

But all of these schools start with the 
top 1% of candidates, based on GPAs and 
LSAT scores. So, in effect, most are just ful-
filling what is expected. 

What’s more insightful is to look at the 
law schools that don’t attract the top 1% 
of law students but still place graduates in 
good jobs.

How do they do it? Do these schools 
have a magic formula to help their students 
win over employers? 

We used linear regression to find the 
algebraic equation that best predicted a law 
school’s employment rate based on its stu-
dents’ average LSAT scores and undergrad-
uate GPAs. 

That’s right. We used serious math. (See 
page 26 for methodology.)

Six law schools came in at least 10 per-
centage points higher than their GPA and 
LSAT profiles predicted. Meanwhile, 15 
other schools (including three in Puerto 
Rico) came in at least 10 percentage points 
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Widener Law Commonwealth 69.0% 87.0% 18.0%

Northern Illinois Univ. 71.3% 86.7% 15.4%

Touro Law Center 65.8% 80.9% 15.1%

Mercer University 76.8% 89.4% 12.6%

Seton Hall University 81.4% 91.8% 10.4%

Concordia University * 63.8% 74.2% 10.4%

Univ. of Missouri - KC 78.6% 88.5% 9.9%

Washburn University 76.8% 86.1% 9.3%

Pace University 75.2% 84.4% 9.2%

Ohio Northern University 75.2% 84.1% 8.9%

University of Wyoming 75.2% 84.1% 8.9%

Liberty University 77.5% 86.3% 8.8%

Drexel Univ. Kline 80.0% 88.7% 8.7%

University of Kentucky 82.3% 90.9% 8.7%

Samford University 76.6% 85.2% 8.6%

Saint Louis University 79.5% 88.0% 8.5%

Baylor University 85.1% 93.3% 8.2%

Texas A&M Law 82.5% 90.2% 7.7%

University of Dayton 73.3% 81.0% 7.7%

Villanova Law 85.5% 93.2% 7.7%

University of Iowa 87.6% 95.2% 7.7%

Univ. of Oklahoma 84.6% 92.3% 7.7%

Penn State Dickinson 80.8% 88.2% 7.4%

Faulkner Law 65.3% 72.4% 7.2%

University of Illinois 87.4% 94.5% 7.1%

Campbell Law 76.3% 83.3% 7.0%

University of Tulsa 79.0% 85.6% 6.6%

Belmont University 82.4% 88.9% 6.5%

Drake University 78.1% 84.6% 6.5%

Loyola Univ. New Orleans 69.2% 75.7% 6.5%

Univ. of South Dakota 74.2% 80.6% 6.4%

Univ. of Wisconsin 87.6% 93.9% 6.4%

New York Law School 77.7% 84.1% 6.3%

Washington and Lee U. 86.5% 92.8% 6.3%

University of Florida 88.8% 95.0% 6.2%

Elon University 71.0% 77.1% 6.0%

Univ. of Massachusetts 68.9% 74.9% 6.0%

Oklahoma City University 68.5% 74.5% 6.0%

Columbia Law School 92.2% 98.1% 5.9%

Howard University 74.5% 80.1% 5.6%

University of Louisville 77.5% 83.1% 5.5%

Temple University 84.8% 90.0% 5.1%

South Texas: Houston 69.9% 75.0% 5.1%

St. John’s School of Law 85.5% 90.6% 5.1%

Florida Coastal S.O.L. 63.9% 68.9% 5.0%

*Concordia announced it will close.
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As noted, preLaw magazine 
used a procedure called linear 
regression to find the algebraic 
equation that best predicted a 
law school’s employment rate 
based on its students’ average 
LSAT scores and undergraduate 
GPAs. Students’ incoming LSAT 
scores accounted for about 75% 
of the difference between law 
schools in terms of eventual 
student employment, leaving 
25% to be explained by other 
aspects. And students’ incoming 
undergraduate GPAs accounted 
for about 47% of that difference, 
leaving about 53% unaccounted. 
By comparing a school’s actual 
employment rate with the rate 
predicted by LSATs or GPAs 
alone, we can see how a school 
fares in comparison to an 
average law school with similar 
incoming-student scores. For this 
analysis, we used a weighted 
employment rate that gives more 
weight to full-time, bar-passage 
required jobs, and less weight to 
part-time and nonlegal jobs.
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Top performers
When Eden Mandrell first saw the Class 
of 2019 employment data for Widener 
University Commonwealth Law School in 
Harrisburg, Pa., she was surprised by the 
results. But she is confident that the num-
bers were accurate. 

“I literally went through all our grads 
one by one and double-checked every-
thing,” said Mandrell, the school’s assistant 
dean for career development. 

The percentage of 2019 graduates who 
had landed jobs in the coveted BPR cat-
egory had shot up 21% compared to stu-
dents who had graduated just a year earlier. 
Eighty-three percent held BPR positions, 
and overall, 74 of the school’s 76 graduates 

were employed. 
That’s a drastic increase compared 

to the previous two graduating class-
es. Comparable reports for those classes 
showed that 62% of 2018 graduates and 
59% of 2017 grads held BPR jobs. 

Widener Law Commonwealth has 
made significant changes during the past 
two years, and it’s clear that they have paid 
off. The school is No 1 in our analysis.

“There was a shift in how the school 
handles experiential learning and career ser-
vices,” Mandrell said. “This is the first class 
that has significantly benefited.”

After working in legal recruiting, 
Mandrell took over the school’s career 
development office in May 2018, so the 

“WHILE THESE ARE VERY ENCOURAGING NUMBERS, 
THEY MAY ALREADY BE IRRELEVANT,” ORGAN WROTE 

OF THE 2019 STATS. “THESE DATA DO NOT CAPTURE ANY OF 
THE WIDESPREAD ECONOMIC DISRUPTION ASSOCIATED WITH THE 

RESPONSE TO COVID-19, WHICH HAS RESULTED IN BELT-TIGHTENING, 
SALARY REDUCTIONS AND LAYOFFS AT LAW FIRMS AROUND THE COUNTRY.”

lower than expected.
So what’s the secret of the ones that 

shined? A combination of factors drive their 
students’ success, career staffs told us. They 
include everything from one-on-one meet-
ings with students and required externships 
to frequent networking opportunities and 
active use of job platforms.

JERRY ORGAN,  PROFESSOR, 
UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS 
SCHOOL OF LAW
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Class of 2019 was the first class she had 
worked with directly. At the same time, the 
externship program was separated from the 
career office and is now led by Elizabeth 
Simcox, former executive director of the 
Dauphin County Bar Association.

This allows for more individual focus on 

students in both areas. 
Mandrell said Simcox has a knack for 

helping students find the right externships, 
which are required for graduation. These 
experiences help students get a handle on 
what it is they want to do and sets them up 
for potential jobs after graduation.

Mandrell noted that since Harrisburg 
is the state capital, a lot of Widener Law 
Commonwealth students take externships 
with state agencies, which often leads to 
them being hired for government jobs when 
they become licensed attorneys. 

Another change Mandrell made was to 
require that each of the school’s 300 or so 
students meet with her individually. As a 
recruiter, she prided herself on getting to 
know her candidates. Now, the students are 
her candidates. 

Additionally, she instituted use of 
12Twenty career center software and 
made the database offerings more robust. 
Students were required to schedule 
appointments through the site rather than 
calling her office. Mandrell said forcing 
them to use it for some things made them 
more likely to use it for others, such as job 
searches. 

“The current student generation is used 
to doing everything online,” she said. “The 
career services offices need to be user friend-
ly with an easy online platform for students 
to check out first. If they don’t think you 
have anything to offer, they won’t use it.”

Now, all of the office’s student outreach, 
including on-campus interviews, resume 
reviews and event sign-ups, is handled 
through the site. Plus, it’s populated with 
local and national jobs postings. 

“I feel like the students are seeing that 
there are more resources available to them,” 
Mandrell said. “And then, because they feel 
like we’re adding value to their experience, 
they are being more positive and engaging 
with us more.” 

Employment predictions 
The number of law graduates across the 

U.S. has dropped from almost 44,000 to 
about 34,000 during the past five years. 
That has helped drive employment percent-
ages up, as there have been fewer new law-
yers vying for positions. 

The Class of 2019 was 0.8% smaller 
than the previous year (down from 34,221 

“ACADEMICS COMES FIRST, BUT KEEPING
FOCUSED ON YOUR CAREER PATH IS
SOMETHING I CONSISTENTLY
REMIND THE STUDENTS ABOUT.” 

— GREG ANDERSON, NORTHERN ILLINOIS
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graduates to 33,954), and there was a mod-
est increase in the number of jobs, accord-
ing to ABA data. 

The percentage of grads with long-term, 
full-time BPR jobs — the gold standard for 
J.D.s — improved from 68.4% to 72.1%.

Also, the percentage of graduates who 
landed full-time, long-term BPR or J.D. 
Advantage (JDA) positions reached a new 
high — 80.6%. That was up from 77.7% 
the year before and significantly higher than 
the 69% recorded in 2014.

The types of jobs graduates are landing 
has also changed significantly in the past 
few years. Fewer graduates are starting their 
careers as solo practitioners or in firms with 
fewer than 10 lawyers. More graduates are 
working in Big Law firms with more than 
500 employees. 

What’s going to happen now, though?
That’s the million-dollar question, given 

COVID-19. 
It’s natural to want to compare today’s 

economic state to previous downturns, such 
as the Great Recession and the dot-com 
bust. But a pandemic? This is new territory. 

“While the nature of the economic dis-
ruption from COVID-19 is very different 
from the nature of the economic disruption 
that triggered the Great Recession in 2008-
10, it would seem reasonable to assume that 
the drag on the legal services market that 
law school graduates witnessed in 2009 
and 2010 may be replicated to some extent 
for the class that just graduated and for 
the class that will be graduating next year,” 
Organ wrote. 

But at this point, law school career ser-
vices officials are reluctant to make predic-
tions. 

“I’m hopeful,” said Northern Illinois’ 
Anderson. “We’re taking a wait-and-see atti-
tude.” 

The pandemic’s effect on legal jobs may 
very well vary geographically and by type of 
position. Ask each school, and they’ll report 
slightly different results.

The National Association for Law 
Placement (NALP) reported that 49% of 
law schools had graduates in the Class of 
2020 who had post-graduate employment 
offers rescinded. But most of those were at 
large law firms. 

“For the most part, I haven’t heard of 
offers being rescinded,” said Anderson, 
whose school sends most of its graduates to 
small employers. And it does so quite well, 
apparently. Northern Illinois finished sec-
ond in preLaw’s analysis. 

For Widener Law Commonwealth 
students, some summer positions became 

remote, Mandrell said. A handful of pri-
vate sector summer associate positions went 
away, but she said governments and judges 
still ran their programs. 

As for recent graduates, Mandrell said 
she thought most would be protected 
because of the nature of their jobs. Most of 
her graduates were headed for smaller firms 
that handle local work, such as municipal 
or employment matters, and they’ve been 
plenty busy the past few months. But gov-
ernment employers might not be able to 
bring on new 2020 grads because of hiring 

freezes.
“We’re hoping 2021 is insulated a little 

from this, but time will tell,” Mandrell said. 
“It depends on a second wave.” 

At Touro College Jacob D. Fuchsberg 
Law Center, which came in third in the 
analysis, staff did everything possible to 
ensure that students were able to continue 
with their summer plans. 

“We are, at this point, focusing on where 
attention is immediately needed,” said Peter 
Ausili, assistant dean for career & profes-
sional development at the school in Central 

• Full-Time, Part-Time, 2-Year 
and Flex-Time Programs

• Generous Scholarships

• Legal Education Access 
Program available for 
incoming students

EXPERIENCE
TOURO LAW

LEARN MORE
(631) 761-7010
tourolaw.edu
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Islip, N.Y. 
Even so, he estimated that between 25% 

and 50% of his students suffered cuts to 
their summer work plans. Some programs 
in the private sector were canceled, others 
were reduced in length, and many were 
made remote.

NALP reported that 95% of large law 
firms shortened their summer programs 
this year. The majority of firms had 
10-week programs in 2019, but many cut 
them to five or six weeks in 2020. 

Also, many law firms have delayed 
new associates’ start dates. According to 

NALP’s survey, as of June, only half of law 
firms with hires from the Class of 2020 
had decided on their start dates, and many 
recent grads where not scheduled to start 
work until January 2021or later.  

Touro Law and other schools responded 
to lost summer positions by finding other 
options — research positions with the 
school and pro bono opportunities, such as 
having students man COVID-19 hotlines. 

“Students are doing a combination of 
things to keep active and employed,” Ausili 
said. 

There are lots of questions out there 

BAYLOR.EDU/LAW      254.710.1911•

making a difference
Award-winning programs and a commitment to 

The Nation’s Most Intense
Trial Advocacy Training 
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Leadership Development 

Graduates Prepared
for Practice

for both current law students and recent 
graduates, as well as for law firms across the 
country. Workplaces might return to some 
degree of normalcy soon, or they might not. 

“If they’re not, we have to prepare,” 
Ausili said. “Where will those jobs and 
opportunities be? When there’s no change 
in the economy, you worry. When there is 
change, some areas explode and blossom.” 

The National Jurist magazine recently 
ranked the practice areas in which it expects 
to see the most growth as a result of the 
pandemic. Litigation was No. 1, followed 
by labor and employment law, privacy and 
cybersecurity, health and compliance. 

The job search
As career services offices adapt to a new 
reality, the high-performing schools are bet-
ter positioned to see continued employment 
success, primarily because they work closely 
with students. 

At Northern Illinois University, students 
learn on the first day of orientation that law 
school is more than just an academic pro-
gram. It’s also a three-year job search. 

“Academics comes first, but keeping 
focused on your career path is something 
I consistently remind the students about,” 
Anderson said.

He lets students acclimate during their 
first semester, but after that, “they’re mine,” 
he said, only slightly joking. Starting in 
their second semester, he encourages stu-
dents to explore their options through net-
working, attending events and holding sev-
eral different law-related jobs, including a 
required externship. What they gain from 
these experiences helps students become 
more marketable, he said. 

Because the school is small — 83 stu-
dents in the Class of 2019 — Anderson 
is able to get to know each of his students 
and their career goals. With the help of two 
graduate assistants, he begins by reviewing 
each student’s resume. He then meets with 
students, learns about their interests and 
tries to foster good relationships that will 
encourage students to keep coming in for 
future meetings. 

“If a job comes in that I think is well 
suited to a student, I will hunt that student 
down,” Anderson said.

Weekly newsletters list jobs, network-
ing opportunities and events hosted by the 
school and other organizations. 

Anderson doesn’t sit back idly at net-
working events, nor does he let his students 
do so. He said networking is how he found 
all but one of his own jobs, so he thinks it 
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has tremendous value.
Networking can happen anywhere 

— even at the grocery store — so you 
shouldn’t target just people in top posi-
tions. Legal staff and secretaries are vital to 
connect with, he said.

Anderson explains that networking is 
easy. It’s simply talking to people, which 
gets easier with practice. 

“The joke is, I’ll go to the opening of 
an envelope if I’m invited,” he said. “And 
I’m definitely playing the role of wingman. 
I will literally throw students in front of a 
potential employer if I think there’s poten-
tial.”

If a group of students clusters together 
at an event, talking among themselves, 
Anderson will quickly jump in and break 
them up. 

What if you don’t walk away from an 
event with a job offer? Wasn’t it a waste of 
time? 

“That’s not the purpose,” he said. 
“Ninety-five percent of networking will 
not pay off quickly. All it takes is one con-
nection to pay off.”

Anderson said students need to be pre-
pared to network creatively during the 
pandemic. 

“It’s going to be a very different experi-
ence,” he said. “These students will have 
to be more proactive and get out there to 
create their own opportunities.” 

Smaller networking events will mean 
fewer chances to get in front of poten-
tial employers. Same with career events, 
such as guest speakers and panels, which 
will also likely be virtual. Externships and 
other work experiences may also be dif-
ferent. 

On the positive side though, some con-
ferences and events that students might 
not have been able to attend because of 
geographical or financial limitations are 

now online. 
“I think, in some ways, now that every-

thing has gone remote, it has created more 
networking opportunities for our stu-
dents,” Mandrell said. 

Touro Law’s Ausili said that when he 
was a student he tried to do well academi-
cally and hoped everything would fall in 
place. Looking back, he realizes he didn’t 
take proactive steps that would have made 
landing a job easier. 

He now teaches incoming students 
from the get-go that their career success 
requires a partnership with his office. 

Since his school is relatively small, its 
career services office is able to devote the 
time to connect with students. Counselors 
can help students groom themselves and 
their job applications to emphasize their 
passions. 

For instance, students learn how to 
highlight internships and externships that 
show potential employers their interests. 
They’ll refine their resumes, writing sam-
ples and cover letters. They’ll also learn 
how to interview for various types of posi-
tions. 

Ausili said internships, externships, 
clinics and pro bono experiences are key 
ways for students to build skills that they 
can showcase during their job searches. 

“Our students get a lot of experience,” 
he said. “They learn how to behave as pro-
fessionals, and they make themselves very 
marketable as graduates.” 

Ausili knows searching for a job can be 
time consuming. But that’s why he and his 
career office are there to help, he said.

At all schools, those offices are there to 
provide information and resources, teach 
best practices and help students navigate 
obstacles.

“They don’t have to start from scratch,” 
Ausili said.  n
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